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SUMMARIES 
In an attempt to reveal the breadth of Gauss's 
interest in geometry, this account is divided into 
six chapters. The first mentions the fundamental 
theorem of algebra, which can be proved only with 
the aid of geometric ideas, and in return, an 
application of algebra to geometry: the connection 
between the Fermat primes and the construction of 
regular polygons. Chapter 2 shows his essentially 
'modern' approach to quaternions. Chapter 3 is a 
sample of his work in trigonometry. Chapter 4 
deals with his approach to the geometry of numbers. 
Chapter 5 sketches his differential geometry of 
surfaces: his use of two parameters, the elements 
of distance and area, his theorema egregium, and 
the total curvature of a geodesic polygon. Finally, 
Chapter 6 shows that he continually returned to 
the subject of non-Euclidean geometry, which 
was so precious and personal that he would not 
publish anything of it during his lifetime, and 
yet did not wish to let it perish with him. 
In einem Versuch die Breite des Interessen 
von Gauss an der Geometrie zu enthiillen, ist 
dieser Bericht in sechs Kapitel eingeteilt. Das 
erste erwzhnt den Fundamentalsatz der Algebra, 
der nur mit Hilfe geometrischen Ideen bewiesen 
werden kann, und anderseits eine Anwendung der 
Algebra auf die Geometrie: die Verbindung zwischen 
Fermats Primzahlen und der Konstruktion regelmXssiger 
Vielecke. Kapitel 2 zeigt seine im wesentlichen 
'moderne' Darstellunq der Quaternionen. Kapitel 
3 enth;ilt eine Kostprobe seiner Arbeit iiber 
Trigonometrie. Kapitel 4 beschaftigt sich mit 
seiner Darstellunq der Geometrie der Zahlen. Kapitel 
5 skizziert seine Differentialgeometrie der 
Fl&hen; seinen Gebrauch zweier Parameter, die 
Elemente von Abstand und FlSche, sein theorema 
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egregium und die totale Kriimmung eines geodatischen 
Polygons. Kapitel 6 zeigt schliesslich wie er 
St&dig auf das Thema der nicht-euklidischen 
Geometrie zuriickkehrt, die ihm so wertvoll und 
persijnlich war, dass er nichts darlfber zu seinen 
Lebzeiten verbffentlichen wollte, und trotzdem 
wtfnschte er nicht, dass sie mit ihm unterginge. 
1. CYCLOTOMY 
The idea of representing the complex number x + yi by the 
point (x,y) in the so-called ‘Argand plane’ should be attributed 
to Caspar Wessel (1745-1818), whose memoir on the subject was 
presented to the Copenhagen Academy of Sciences in March 1797 
[Ball, 1960, 4711. He interpreted addition as translation and 
multiplication as rotation. This idea enabled Gauss [1799a] to 
develop the first of his three proofs of the fundamental theorem 
of algebra: that every rational integral algebraic function of 
one variable can be resolved into real factors of the first or 
second degree. 
One such function had already interested Gauss in 1796, 
when he was only 19: the cyclotomic polynomial (x” - 1)/(x - 1). 
He proved that a regular n-gon can be constructed with ruler 
and compasses whenever all the odd prime factors of n are Fermat 
primes 2 
2k 
+ 1, each occurring in the first power only [Gauss, 
17961 . The big surprise was the case k = 2. Although he did 
not trouble to simplify the actual construction for the 17-gon 
[see, e.g. Coxeter 1969, 271, he expressed its feasibility by 
writing out the expression 
2ll 
cos i7= - 16 l + $17 + $(34 - 2 J17) 
+ $4117 + 3 /17 - J(34 - 2 417) - 2 /(34 + 2 417)). 
(To be quite precise, instead of 2a he wrote P). 
2. ROTATIONS AND QDATERNIONS 
Gauss [1818, 3581 expressed the general rotation (about 
a line through the origin in 3 dimensions) by the orthogonal 
matrix 
$a' + b2 - c2 - d2) - ad - bc ac + bd 
ad - bc 
ac + bd 
- b2 + C’ - d2) - ab - cd 
ab - cd +(a2 - b2 - c2 + d2) 
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.*nd remarked that the product of two such rotations is repre- 
sented by the product of two symbols 
(a,b,c,d) (a,B,y,fj) = (A,B,C,D), 
#here A,B,C,D are certain bilinear expressions in the other 
letters. He thus anticipated the representation of a linear 
transformation by a matrix and also the rule for multiplying 
quaternions. All that is lacking for perfect agreement is a 
trivial matter of sign: Hamilton's a + bi + cj + dk is not 
(a,b,c,d) but (a,-b,-c,-d). 
3. PLANAR AND SPHERICAL PENTAGONS 
Gauss [1823b] discovered a pretty theorem in what we 
would now call affine geometry. Decomposing a convex pentagon 
12345 into triangles in various ways (see Figure l), he used 
trigonometry to express the area w  in terms of the areas 
a = 123, b = 234, c = 345, d = 451, e = 512 
of the triangles at the five corners: w  is the greater root of 
the quadratic equation 
2 
w  - (a+b+c+d+e)w + (ab+bc+cd+de+ea) = 0. 
I wonder how one could interpret the smaller root! 
It may have been about this time that Gauss's interest in 
spherical trigonometry led him to investigate Napier's 
Pentagramma Mirificum: a star-pentagon with five right angles 
[Gauss 1823a; Knott 1915, 1701. 
Each side of the inner pentagon, being an arc of the great 
circle polar to the opposite vertex, is equal to the external 
angle at that vertex, as in Figure 2. Denoting the squared 
tangents of these five sides (or angles) by ct,B,y,G,~, he uses 
Napier's equation 
cos 1 = cot 3 cot 4 
(in which 1,2,3,4,5 can be cyclically permuted) to set up the 
following table: 
Quadrate der 
Tangenten Secanten Gleichungen 
a Y6 l+a=y6 
B 6E l+f3 6E 
Y ca 1+-y Ea 
6 a$ 1+6 a8 
E BY l+E By 
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FIGURE 2 
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He reduces the geometry to algebra by using the identity 
(l+y)(l+R-6~) - (l+@)(l+y-~a) = ~{(l+a-Y6) - (I+&-a6)) 
to show that, among the five equations in his third column, any 
three imply the remaining two. In other words, if the matrix 





has all its two-by-two determinants equal to 1, the entry below 
y must be a, with 6 to the right of it and 6 below this 6: the 
diagonal entries are cyclic, with period 5 [Coxeter 1974, 221. 
Carried by his enthusiasm, Gauss continues by writing down his 
'schbne Gleichung' 
3+a+f3+y+A+E=aBy6E. 
(Napier's second set of five equations, beginning with 
cos 1 = sin 2 sin 5, 
arise from sin21 = aly6, etc.) 
4. CRYSTAL LATTICES AND QUADRATIC FORMS 
In his review of a dissertation by L. A. Seeber, Gauss 
[1831a] expressed a positive definite quadratic form 
2 2 
ax + 2bxy + cy 
or 
2 2 2 ax + by + cz + 2a'y.z + 2b'zx + 2c'xy 
as the square of the distance from the origin to the point (in 
2 or 3 dimensions) whose oblique coordinates (or more precisely, 
affine coordinates) are (x,y) or (x,y,z) [Coxeter 1951, 393; 
1969, 51, 225, 335-3371. 
He saw that integral values of the coordinates yield systems 
of parallel lines or planes forming a 'lattice' of the kind used 
in crystallography, and that a unimodular transformation of the 
coordinates will yield new systems of parallels intersecting one 
another in the same discrete set of points: a lattice in the 
strict sense. (In modern terminology, this is a discrete set of 
points whose set of position vectors is closed under subtraction, 
that is, along with any two of the vectors the set includes also 
their difference.) In other words, Gauss used a lattice to re- 
present a class of equivalent positive definite forms. 
Every lattice has a certain minimal distance d between 
pairs of its points, and a certain area or volume J for its unit 
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r-e11 (the basic parallelogram or parallelepiped whose coordinates 
involve only zeroes and ones). In terms of the corresponding 
quadratic form, d2 is the minimal positive value for integers 
y and Y (or x,Y,z), 
2 
while J is the determinant 
a c' b' 
or c' b a' 
b' a' c 
4 binary or ternary form is said to be extreme when the ratio 
J/d" (n = 2 or 3) is as small as possible. Gauss showed that 
any binary or ternary extreme form is equivalent to 
2 2 
X + XY + Y 
or 
2 2 2 
X +y +z + yz + zx , 
respectively. He thus came within a hairbreadth of determining 
the closest lattice packing of circles or spheres. 
5. CURVATURE OF SURFACES 
Every first course on the differential geometry of surfaces 
is essentially a description of Gauss's treatise Circa superficies 
curvas [Gauss 18271. He begins by observing that the condition 
for a point (x,y,z) to lie on a given surface amounts to 
expressing the rectangular coordinates x,y,z as functions of 
two parameters, p and q. This parametrization yields a tangent 
vector 
(dx,dy,dz) = (adp + a'dq, bdp + b'dq, cdp + c'dq) , 
where a =i$ , a' =z+ , etc.; a normal vector 
(A,B,C) = (bc'-cb',ca'-ac',ab'-ba') = z% , a (~4 a (X,YI 
, a0' a(P,Q); 3 
and a first differential form 
ds2 = E dp2 + 2F dpdq + G dq2, 
where 
E= a2 + b2 + c2 , F = aa' +bb'+cc' ,G=a '2 + b'2 + /2 * 
(This expression for ds, the element of distance on the surface, 
is the essential first step in the development of Riemannian 
geometry and the general theory of relativity.) The element of 
area is 
dS = Jh dp dq, 
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where 
A = A2 + B2 + C2 = , 
and the curvature K (which we now call Gaussian curvature) is 
given by 
+ FIz ac- aE aA_ 2ax aF+4aF aF_ 2aF a>) 
ap a4 a4 ap a4 a4 ap a4 0 ap 
+G(!% aG 
ap ap 







This theorema egregium looks somewhat less formidable in 
terms of Christoffel symbols [Coxeter 1969, 3671. As it does 
not involve A,B,C, it shows that K can be computed by measure- 
ments made on the surface itself, without reference to the 3- 
dimensional space in which it was originally assumed to lie. In 
other words, K is a ‘bending invariant’, unchanged by the kind 
of distortion that takes place when a flat sheet of paper (for 
which K = 0) is rolled up to make a cylinder or cone. Its most 
obvious property is that it is positive or negative according as 
the surface is egg-shaped or saddle-shaped: K > 0 at the top of 
your head, but K < 0 on your neck. 
In terms of ‘geodesic polar coordinates’, with radius p 
and angle q [Coxeter 1969, 370-3721, we have simply 
2 2 2 
ds = dp t G dq . 
Since now E = 1 and F = 0, theorema Tgregium yields 
1 a‘JG 
K=-JG - - 
aP2 
This enabled Gauss to find the total curvature of a 
geodesic triangle ABC in the form 
Ji KdS=A+B+C-IT. 
More generally, the total curvature of a geodesic n-gon is equal 
to the ‘angular excess’ of the n-gon as compared with an 
ordinary flat n-gon. In other words, it is 27~ minus the sum of 
the external angles of the n-gon (see Figure 3). In the case 
of a compact simply-connected surface such as a sphere or 
ellipsoid or egg, we can take the geodesic polygon to ‘circum- 
navigate’ the whole surface, decomposing it into two regions, 
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each in turn serving as the interior of the polygon. The 
external angles of the two regions differ only in sign and thus 
cancel out, leaving 
LC 
11 K dS = 4~r 
for the whole surface. Thus Gauss [1827, 2461 came very close 
to the Gauss-Bonnet theorem and to the Euler-Poincare character 
istic [Struik 1961, 155-160; Coxeter 1969, 3741. 
Having found that the total curvature of a geodesic 
triangle ABC on the general surface is 
II ABC K ds = A + B + C - 71, 
he may have noticed that the area of a geodesic triangle AEJC on 
a surface of constant negative curvature is 
(a - A - B - C)/jKI. 
This expression leads naturally to our final chapter. 
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6. NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY 
The earliest surviving record of Gauss's thoughts on the 
foundations of geometry is the letter [Gauss 1799bJ to his 
friend Bolyai Farkas, in which he said "If one could prove the 
existence of a triangle of arbitrarily great area, all Euclidean 
geometry would be validated". Five years later, Gauss [1804] 
considered the possibility of an equilateral and equiangular 
polygon k d c f g . . . (Figure 4) which goes on indefinitely 
without ever crossing the line k $I perpendicular to k d. This 




Gauss [1813] complained that "In the theory of parallel 
lines we have not yet progressed beyond Euclid. This is the 
shameful part of mathematics, which sooner or later must take on 
a quite different shape". Gauss [1816] wrote to C. I. Gerling 
in Marburg, pointing out the error in Legendre's 'proof' of 
Euclid's parallel postulate. It is clear from this and other 
letters that he had already begun to accept the possibility of 
a new geometry in which there is an absolute unit of length which 
he called the constant: something analogous to the 'radian' 
which is the absolute unit of angle. He must have discussed 
this with F. L. Wachter, who wrote: "If your anti-Euclidean 
geometry is true, why does the constant remain undetermined?" 
On the other hand, his confidence was wavering, for Gauss 
[1817] wrote to H. W. M. Olbers: "I come more and more to the 
conclusion that the necessity of our [Euclidean] geometry cannot 
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be proved. Perhaps in another life we shall attain insights 
into the nature of space which are now beyond our reach". 
One year later, Gerling sent Gauss [1818, 1801 a memorandum 
by his colleague F. K. Schweikart [1780-18591, who declared that 
there are two kinds of geometry: Euclidean and 'astral'. In 
the latter, the angle sum of a triangle differs from II, and is 
consequently less than TI, decreasing when the area of the 
triangle increases. Gauss [1819] replied to Gerling, praising 
Schweikart and pointing out that the angular defect of a 
triangle not only increases with its area but is proportional 
to the area. 
The first occurrence of the term Nicht-Euklidische Geometrie 
seems to be when Gauss [1824] wrote to Schweikart's nephew, 
F. A. Taurinus: "I can find no contradiction arising from this 
non-Euclidean geometry . . . I have for some time expressed a wish 
that Euclidean geometry were not true [in the real world] for 
then we would have lein absolutes Mass a priori." 
Gauss [1828] gave a proof, independent of the parallel 
postulate, that the angle sum of a triangle is less than or equal 
to Il. Apparently he forgot that this had already been done by 
Schweikart. He went on, in the same spirit, to prove many of 
the propositions in Euclid, Book I, forgetting that Euclid 
himself had done the same thing! 
The really exciting developments began when Gauss [1831b] 
wrote (but did not publish) the wonderful essay on Parallel 
lines concerning which he wrote to H. K. Schumacher (in May, 
1831): "After meditating for some forty years without writing 
anything out ,.. I have at last begun to put down a few of my 
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Gauss defines parallel lines by letting a ray rotate clock- 
wise about A, beginning with the position AB (Figure S), SO 
that the angle at A gradually increases. Among such rays, there 
is no last one that meets the ray BN, but there is a first one 
that fails to meet BN. This ray AI’+! is said to be parallel to 
BN. In other words, AM is the Dedekind cut between the rays 
that meet BN and those that do not. He extends the notion from 
rays to lines by proving that A can be replaced by any other 
point on the line AM, and B by any other point on the line BN. 
He proves that this relation of parallelism is symmetric and 
transitive, and that parallel lines do not meet when extended 
backwards. The details are straightforward but tricky, making 
use of Pasch’s ideas on order, long before Pasch was born 
[Coxeter 1969, 176-190, 265-2681. 
Two months later, Gauss wrote to Schumacher again, pointing 
out an error in the latter’s ‘proof’ that the angle sum of a 
triangle is r. In non-Euclidean geometry, he said, there are 
no similar figures that are not congruent. It is possible for 
all three angles of a triangle to be zero, in which case one 
might draw it as in Figure 6. 
FIGURE 6 
(The middle one of these three versions is almost the way 
Poincare would have drawn it in his inversive model, fifty years 
later! ) 
Referring to Figure 7, Gauss remarked that, as C recedes 
from A, the difference 
3 DBC - 3 DAC 
does not tend to zero (as it would in Euclidean geometry). In 
this remark he came close to Lobachevsky’s proposed test for 
the nature of astronomical space, using parallax [Bonola 1906, 
941. 
Another significant remark: in non-Euclidean geometry a 
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FIGURE 7 
circle of radius r has circumference 
71 k(e r/k _ e-'/k 1, 
where k is a constant, greater than any distance we can measure. 
In 1829, Gauss's old friend Bolyai Farkas had written a 
textbook on geometry and allowed his bright young son, Bolyai 
Janos, to add an 'Appendix' on The Absolute Science of Space. 
The first copy that was sent to Gauss went astray, but the elder 
Bolyai sent a second copy in January 1832. In February, Gauss 
[1832] wrote about it to Gerling in great enthusiasm, saying 
that Janos had rediscovered all his ideas and results and 
developed them with great elegance, though so concisely as to 
offer considerable difficulty to anyone not familiar with the 
subject. In March he replied to Bolyai Farkas. That letter is 
important for two quite different reasons: first, because it had 
(unintentionally) a devastating effect on the over-sensitive 
Janos; secondly, because it includes a mathematical proof 
embodying the same kind of perfect simplicity as Pythagoras's 
proof that/2 is irrational or Euclid's proof that there is no 
greatest prime. Here is a slightly abridged version of the letter: 
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"If I begin by saying that I am unable to praise 
this work, you will surely be surprised. But I cannot 
say otherwise. To praise it would amount to praising 
myself. Indeed, the path taken by your son, and the 
results to which it led, coincide almost exactly with 
the meditations that have occupied my mind for the past 
30 or 35 years. Although I intended not to let this 
work be published during my lifetime, I had resolved 
to write it all down so that it should not perish with 
me. It is accordingly a pleasant surprise for me that 
I am spared this trouble, and I am overjoyed that it 
happens to be the son of my old friend who has 
superseded me in such a remarkable way. 
"The surface which your son calls F, being a 
sphere of infinite radius, could well be called a 
Parasph&-e ['horosphere'], the curve L a Paracykel 
['horocycle']; and the name Hypercykel ['equidistant 
curve'] could be used for the set of all points in 
a plane at constant distance from a line. But the 
names are unimportant: the chief thing is the substance, 
not the form. 
"I have a somewhat different way to proceed. 
As a specimen, here is my pure-geometrical proof 
that the angle-sum of a triangle differs from 180' 
by an amount proportional to the area of the 
triangle. 
"I. Three lines , parallel in pairs in opposite 
directions (Figure 8) form a trebly asymptotic 
triangle T. 
"II. T has a finite area, say t. [Otherwise it 
could be approximated by an ordinary triangle of 
arbitrarily great area, but that would make the 
geometry Euclidean.] 
"III. A line de and two rays parallel to it from 
an outside point a form a doubly asymptotic 
triangle (Figure 9) whose area is a function 
f (0) of the external angle at a, increasing 
steadily from f(0) = 0 to f(r) = t. 
"IV. Figure 10 shows that f($) + f(T-4) = t. 
"V. Figure 11 shows that f(@) + f(q) + f(i'r-4-Q) = t. 
"VI. Since f(Q) + f(+) = t - f(r-4-q) = f($+$), f(4)/@ 
is constant, namely 
f(4) t -=-- 
Q r 
"VII. Figure 12 indicates how a trebly asymptotic 
triangle T may be decomposed into a finite triangle 
ABC of area Z (say) and three doubly asymptotic 
triangles whose areas are 
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FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
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FIGURE 10 
FIGURE 11 
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FIGURE 12 




z+T - A - B - C). 
"There does not seem to be any such simple 
expression for the volume of a non-Euclidean 
tetrahedron . ..I' 
It is difficult to understand how this wonderful letter 
could have offended Farkas's son. The sad fact remains that 
Bolyai Janos was so disappointed that he withdrew from scientific 
activity and always regarded the 'Prince of Geometers' with an 
unjustifiable aversion [Bonola 1906, 1011. Certainly Gauss had 
no desire to hurt him. E. T. Bell [1937, 2921 mentions "the 
great mathematician's acute sensitiveness to all forms of 
suffering . . . The novels of Sir Walter Scott were read eagerly 
as they came out, but the unhappy ending of Kenilworth made 
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Gauss wretched for days and he regretted having read the story." 
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